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Abstract — In this investigation, three 

dimensional simulations of wind-induced flow 

patterns has been done using hydrostatic version of 

Mike 3 model in the Caspian Sea. Hydrodynamic 

equations on the regular grids of square cells 

solved using the mass conservation and the 

Reynolds - averaged Navier - Stokes equations. 

Basin dimensions include 63×117 square grid with 

10 km in the horizontal plane and 41 layers with 25 

meters thickness in the vertical direction. In the 

Mike3 models, factors such as bed friction, eddy 

viscosity, flood and dry, major rivers inflow, and 

water outflow through the Kara-Bogaz-Gol Bay, 

wind stress and atmospheric pressure at the sea 

level, precipitation, evaporation and the Coriolis 

force has been included. To apply the effect of wind 

stress and air pressure changes as a variable in 

time and space and the initial conditions of water 

level fluctuations to the Mike3 models, reanalyzed 

data of NOAA site are used. The results of 

simulated Mike3 model were compared with 

Princeton ocean model (POM) in a steady state. 

Seasonally mean of surface flow pattern simulated 

by Mike3 model has major differences with the 

classical model of general water circulation in the 

Caspian Sea. Flow patterns in the coastal areas 

are from north to south. In the North area, surface 

currents are affected by topography, prevalent 

wind pattern and Volga River discharge. In the 

middle area, there is a counterclockwise and 

clockwise ring in the Northeast and Northwest 

region, respectively and a diverging flow is 

observed in the southwest. In the central part of 

this basin, currents are mainly from East to West. 

In the south area, the currents are from East to 

West. Common currents structure in 2
ed

 layer 

represents a clockwise flow in middle and south 

Caspian Sea basin. Common currents structure in 

5
th

 in both middle and south basin are clockwise. 

Common current structure in 8
th

 in both middle and 

south basin are clockwise. 

 
Key Words — Caspian Sea, Flow Pattern, 

Hydrostatic, MIME 3 Model. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Caspian Sea is the largest enclosed body of 

water on the Earth by area, variously classed as the 

world's largest lake or a full-fledged sea and 

accounts for 40 to 44 percent of the total lacustrine 

waters of the world [2].  
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It is situated where the South-Eastern Europe meets 

the Asian continent, between latitudes 47.13N and 

36.34N and longitudes 46.38 E and 54.44E. It is 

approximately 1,030 km long and its width ranges 

from 435 km to a minimum of 196 km. It has no 

connection to the world’s oceans and its surface 

level is around 26.5 m below Mean Sea Level. At 

this level, its total coastline is some 7,000 km in 

length and its surface area is 386,400 km2. The 

water volume of the lake is about 78,700 km
3 

[3]. It 

is in an endorheic basin and is bounded to the 

northwest by Russia, to the west by Azerbaijan, to 

the south by Iran, to the southeast by Turkmenistan, 

and to the northeast by Kazakhstan. The Caspian 

Sea is a remnant of the ancient Paratethys Sea. The 

Caspian Sea became landlocked about 5.5 million 

years ago due to tectonic uplift and a fall in sea 

level. The Caspian Sea is divided into three distinct 

physical regions: the Northern, Middle, and 

Southern Caspian [34]. Divisions between the three 

regions are dramatic. The Northern Caspian only 

includes the Caspian shelf and is very shallow 

(average depths of less than 5-6 m) [13]. The 

northern part covers about 25% of the total surface 

area, while the middle and southern parts cover 

around 37% each. However, the water volume in 

the northern part accounts for a mere 0.5%, while 

the volume in the middle part make up 33.9%, and 

in the southern part 65.6% of Caspian waters. 

These volumes are a reflection of the bathymetry of 

the Caspian. In the middle part, the main feature is 

the Derbent Depression with depths of over 500m 

with average depths of 190 m. The southern part 

includes the South Caspian Depression with its 

deepest point being 1025 m below the surface [38]. 

Approximately 130 large and small rivers flow into 

the Caspian, nearly all of which flow into the north 

or west coasts. The Iranian rivers and the smaller 

streams on the western shores supply the rest, since 

there are no permanent inflows on the eastern side.  

The Kara-Bogaz-Gol is one of the significant 

evaporative sinks which situated on the eastern 

coast of the Caspian Sea. It has important role in 

the water budget of the Caspian Sea [22]. But the 

Caspian Sea has no natural outflow other than by 

evaporation (and The Kara-Bogaz-Gol). Thus the 

Caspian ecosystem is a closed basin, with its own 

sea level history that is independent of the eustatic 

level of the world's oceans. Over the centuries, 

Caspian Sea levels have changed in synchronicity 

with the estimated discharge of the Volga, which in 

turn depends on rainfall levels in its vast catchment 

basin. Precipitation is related to variations in the 

amount of North Atlantic depressions that reach the 
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interior, and they in turn are affected by cycles of 

the North Atlantic Oscillation. Thus levels in the 

Caspian Sea relate to atmospheric conditions in the 

North Atlantic thousands of miles to the northwest. 

Generally, the mean salinity of the Caspian is one 

third that of the Earth's oceans. Salinity varies from 

zero in the shallow northern part (in vicinity of the 

Volga river discharge zone) to 14 ppt in the 

southeastern part. Salinity increases with longitude 

and depth. Mean temperature has large meridional 

and seasonal variations of up to 27 
o
c in summer to 

zero in winter. A relatively shallow seasonal 

thermocline occurs at depths of 10–40 m, and is 

absent in winter. Salinity and temperature in the 

bottom layer of the two deep basins are almost 

constant and average about 13 ppt, 4 oc and 12 ppt, 

6 
o
c, respectively, for the central and southern 

basins [37]. The dynamics of the Caspian Sea are 

essentially those of mesoscale space and time 

scales due to both mesoscale baroclinic motions 

and bottom topographic irregularities. A wide 

variety of processes in the sea; e.g., interactions 

between shelf and deep basin circulation, deep 

basin ventilation, and ice dynamics. The nature of 

the air-sea interactions ranges from subtropical to 

subpolar types which constitute an essential 

difference in dynamics between the meridionally 

oriented Caspian Sea and such zonally-oriented 

semi-enclosed seas as the black and Baltic seas. 

The biomes to both the north and east are 

characterized by cold, continental deserts. 

Conversely, the climate to the southwest and south 

are generally warm with uneven elevation due to a 

mix of highlands and mountain ranges; the drastic 

changes in climate alongside the Caspian have led 

to a great deal of biodiversity in the region [42]. 

The northern portion of the Caspian Sea typically 

freezes in the winter, and in the coldest winters, ice 

will form in the south. Natural gas and oil 

production platforms are position along the shores 

of the Caspian Sea. Additionally, large numbers of 

sturgeon inhabit its waters, and caviar produced 

with the eggs is an expensive commodity. The 

instrumental observations available on the currents 

of the Caspian Sea are mostly concentrated in its 

shelf zone [21]-[18]. All the series were very short-

term and can characterize only the synoptic and 

higher frequency range of the water dynamics. 

Knowledge of the general water circulation in the 

Caspian Sea has been based on diagnostic 

simulations by numerical hydrodynamic models.   

There are many studies about hydrodynamic flow 

in the Caspian Sea and its surround, such as: 

Zounemat-Kermaniand; et al [11], Ibrayev; et al 

[32], Ghaffari; et al [4], Esmaeili; et al [7], Knysh; 

et al [12], Biabani [16], Nasimi; et al [14], 

Korotenko; et al [15], Panin; et al [17], 

Bannazadeh; et al [23], Sabbagh-Yazdi [25], 

Matthew; et al [28], Bondarenko [29], Kosarev 

[31], Klevtsova [33] and Lednev [5]. 

Simulations using the nonlinear hydrodynamic 

adaptation model produced three-dimensional 

seasonal fields of the general circulation of the 

Caspian Sea waters that agreed with the known 

facts obtained by observations. The mean annual 

field of the general water circulation obtained by 

averaging the seasonal fields presented In Fig.1 

[19]-[20]. In the deep-water areas of the Caspian 

Sea, the general water circulation features a sub-

basin eddy character. In the Middle Caspian, 

throughout the year, there exists a dipole system 

consisting of a cyclonic gyre in its northwestern 

part and an anticyclonic gyre in its southeastern 

part. A similar dipole exists in the Southern 

Caspian as well; meanwhile, in this region, the 

anticyclone is located in the northwest of the basin, 

while the cyclone is confined to its southeastern 

part (fig.2). Under the actual conditions in the 

surface sea layer, wind-induced currents play a 

rather significant role with comparison other 

factors. In this investigation the wind-driven 

currents simulated using MIKE 3 HS FLOW 

MODEL in order to accuar the flow patterns in 

difference layers and also flow velocity component 

in x and y direction in the solution domain. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Annual mean climatic field of the current vectors in 

the surface layer of the Caspian Sea simulated by the 

numerical model of hydrodynamic adaptation. 

 

2. Model Description 
The hydrostatic (HS) model in MIKE 3 HD is a 

general numerical modeling system for simulation 

of unsteady three-dimensional flow in estuaries, 

bays and coastal areas as well as in lakes and 

oceans. It simulates flows taking into account 

bathymetry and external forcing such as 

meteorology, tidal elevations, currents and other 

hydrographic conditions [8]. 
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the Caspian Sea currents [41]. 

 

2.1. Main Equations for MIKE 3 HS 
The mathematical foundation for the standard 

MIKE 3 HD engine is the mass equation and the 

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equation, 

including an artificial compressibility (ACM) due 

to the chosen numerical solution procedure. These 

equations read [10] (only X-direction is shown for 

2
nd

 equation): 

 1����
���� + �
�� + ��� + ���� = �����                     (1) 

 �
�� + �

�� + �
�� + �
��� + 2�(−����(�) + ����(�) sin(") = − #$ %&%' + %%' (2�) %*%'+ + %%, -�) (%*%, + %.%'+/      (2) 

+ ��� 0�) 1�
�� + ����23 + 
�������  

 

Where 

 �: Density ��: Speed of sound in water 
, �, �: Velocities in x,y,z directions �: Coriolis parameter �, " ∶ Latitude, Longitude �): Turbulent eddy viscosity �����: Source/sink term with 

  ����� =  ∑ 8(� − ��.:;<;:;=#  ,  − �.:;  , � −��.:;)>��.:;  

 8: Delta function of source/sink coordinates m
-3

 

��.:;  , �.:;  , ��.:;: Coordinates of source/sink NO. �� >��.:;: Discharge at source/sink NO. ��, m
3
/s  

 

The differences between MIKE 3 HS and MIKE 3 

ACM are:  

A hydrostatic pressure assumption is applied, i.e. 

the vertical accelerations are assumed to be 

negligible. The vertical velocity w is assumed 

negligible, resulting in the removal of the 

secondary Coriolis term and the last diffusion term. 

The pressure is split up into two parts, the external 

pressure and the internal pressure. 

The external pressure is directly linked to the free 

surface, and the internal pressure is due to the 

density differences. 

The fluid is assumed incompressible, as opposed to 

the standard version of MIKE 3 HD. Consequently, 

the compressibility term in the mass equations is 

discarded. 

 �
�� + ��� + ���� = �����                                       (3) 

 

 �
�� + �

�� + �
�� + �
��� − 2�����(�) = 

− 1� ���� + ��� 12�) �
��2 

+ �� 0�) 1�
� + ����23                                         (4) 

+ ��� 0�) 1�
�� + ����23 + 
������� 

 

The external/internal pressure gradient force is 

given by: 

 1� ���� = A �(B)� �B�� + A� C ����D
E F�                      (5) 

 

Where A: Acceleration due to gravity B: Surface elevation 

 

In the ACM version of MIKE 3, the top horizontal 

layer containing the free surface is solved 

separately from, but not independently of, the 

underlying cells. The top layer is layer-integrated 

as opposed to the underlying cells.  

In the hydrostatic version of MIKE 3, the equations 

to be solved are in their layer-integrated form for 

both the top layer and the underlying cells. This is 

due to the solution procedure, where it is 

convenient to have the same formulation for all 

cells in each water column. 

Assuming that the horizontal velocities are constant 

over the layer thickness. The layer-integrated form 

of (3)-(4), with the pressure gradient force inserted, 

is: 
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 �
ℎ�� + ��ℎ� + �)I& − �JI) = K − L + ∑ 8(:;  � − ��.:;  ,  − �.:;)>          (6) 

 �
ℎ�� + �

ℎ�� + �
�ℎ� + (
�))I& − (
�)JI) −2��ℎ���(�) = −Aℎ �B�� − A� C -C ����D
E ′ F� ′/ F�    

MN,OP  

+
%%' (2�)ℎ %*%'+ + %%, -�)ℎ (%*%, + %.%'+/          (7) 

+�) 1�
��2)I& −  �) 1�
��2JI) 0�) 1�
�� + ����23 

+
�� R 8(:;
 � − ��.:;  ,  − �.:;)>��.:;  

 

Where the sums represent all point source/sink in 

the considered layer, and precipitation and 

evaporation terms, P and E (m/s), have been 

expluded from the sum. The precipitation and 

evaporation terms is only included if the considered 

layer is the surface layer. 

The depth-integrated version of (6) is: 

 %D%) +  %ST%' +  %UT%V  =                                     (8) K − L + R 8(:;
 � − ��.:;  ,  − �.:;)>��.:; 

With sum over all point source/sinks. 

 

2.2. Solution Method 

The HS version of MIKE 3 HD applies the same 

grid and uses time staggering. This version only 

contains two momentum equations to solve, and 

thus only needs two sub time steps for advancing 

one time step. 

The hydrostatic version does also apply the line 

sweep as in the Alternating Direction Implicit 

(ADI) solution technique, but does not make use of 

the ADI sidefeeding, and is furthermore a semi-

implicit model [6]. 

2.2.1. Turbulence Model 
The turbulence is modelled in terms of an Eddy 

Viscosity and a bed shear stress. In this study, we 

used mixed 1D −W , 2D Smagorinsky Turbulence 

model for determined horizontal and vertical eddy 

viscosity. The horizontal eddy viscosity is 

determined by smagorinsky formula [26].  XY = Z�[�:\ . �\:                                              (9) 

�:\ = 12 -�
:��\ + �
\��: /                                    (10) 
\ Are the velocity components in the �:-directions. Z Is a length scale  

For the vertical direction, a 1D _ − W  modelis 

applied. 

XY = à _�W                                                           (11) _ The turbulent kinetic energy W The dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy  à Is an empirical constant 

2.2.2. Bed Resistance 

The bed stress is specified in terms of a drag 

coefficient formulation according to the relation, bJI))Ic� = `d
∗|
∗|                                             (12) bJI))Ic Is the bottom shear stress 
∗  The first computational speed encountered 

above the bottom. `d Is the drag coefficient 

When using the mixed 1D −W  , 2D Smagorinsky 

closure model, the bed drag coefficient reads 

 

`d = g h (1 − h�30�J+
log (30�Jh� + − (1 − h�30�J+l                  (13) 

 �J Is the vertical extent of the bottom grid cell h Is von karmans constant h� Is bed roughness length scale 

2.2.3. Bathymetry data 
MIKE 3 is a finite difference model with constant 

grid spacing in x, y and z directions, and therefore 

model area has to be rectangular in horizontal 

plane. The model uses bathymetric data obtained 

from the ETOPO2 datasets [39]. The coastline and 

the bathymetry digitized data were used from the 

Navigation Map of the Caspian Sea published by 

the Navigation and Oceanography Department of 

the Defense Ministry of the USSR in 1987. (Scale 

1:1000000, Mercator projection). The coastline was 

corrected in some details using the image from the 

satellite "Resurs" made in 1997. Resolution of the 

image is 150 m. The vertical datum is defined as 

mean sea level. We used the structured grid for the 

domain and the model grid area covers the entire 

Caspian Sea. The bathymetry included 63×117 

rectangular grids with grid size 10 km in the both 

zonal and meridional directions (fig.3). Number of 

vertical layers was 44 with vertical grid spacing 

25m. Totally, model used 37526 computational 

points in the domain. 

2.2.4. Courant Number 
The Courant number represents stability of model 

problems. The Courant number, CR is defined as 

follows:  Cn = c ∆q∆r 
Where ∆� is the time step ∆� is the grid spacing in 

one of the horizontal directions and c is the celerity 

of the barotropic wave given by: c = sgh 

As the barotropic information (about surface 

elevations and velocities) in the computational grid 

travels at a speed corresponding to the celerity, the 

Courant number actually expresses how many grid 

points the information moves in one time step [9]. 
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Fig. 3. The Caspian Sea 10000 m bathymetry. 

 

2.2.5. Wind stress 
Meteorological forcing in most hydrodynamic 

models is undertaken by defining wind stress 

and/or pressure fields. Wind stress is an important 

factor in the observed circulation patterns and 

especially, its effect on the surface currents. In this 

work the wind data including wind speed (m/s) and 

wind direction (degree) components in 10 meter 

high from the sea surface and also surface pressure 

(hpa) as varying in space and time available from a 

re-analysis data of NOAA site (National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration) was used [40]. 

The time step data was 6 hours (4-times daily) and 

the resolution was 2.5 degree latitude × 2.5 degree 

longitude, 63×117 rectangular local grid with grid 

size 10 km in the both zonal and meridional 

directions (figs. 4, 5 and 6). 

 
The wind friction in surface is varying with wind 

speed, so in order to affect the wind friction factor 

with wind speed variation we used smith and banks 

formula [1]: 

 

u(�) = v uw uxy  � < �wuw + � − �w�# − �w (u# − uw)  uxy  �w < � < �#u# uxy  � > �#
| 

 uw = 0.00013   ,   �w = 0 }�  u# = 0.0026     ,   �# = 30 }�  

 

Where  �#, � , �w:  Are wind speed  uw , u#:  Wind friction parameter 

 

 
Fig. 4. U component wind speed field on the Caspian Sea 

surface. 

 

 
Fig. 5. V component wind speed field on the Caspian Sea 

surface. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Pressure field on the Caspian Sea surface 

 

 

3. Model Verification 
In order to verification model, resulting of 

Princeton Ocean Model (POM) [24] in the Caspian 

Sea was done by Korotenko et al [27], compared 
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with HS MIKE 3 in the same mode. For this, we 

divided the Caspian Sea basin in 3 separate parts: 

the northern, middle and southern Caspian basin 

(respectively the NCB, MCB and SCB). Surface 

drifts currents generated in steady mode for 

prevailing winds of southeastward and 

southwestward in the summer with speed of 10 m/s 

in during 3 months by both model presented in figs 

7, 8, 9 and 10. 

Results of two model show that, there are strong 

circulations in the shallow water and continental 

shelf areas, taking the form of coastal jets. This 

effect was also noted numerically by Ibraev et al 

[35]. The jet-like structure of the surface currents 

appears along both the western and eastern 

boundaries in the both model. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. Wind drifts surface currents under southeastward 

wind with 10 m/s (POM). 

 

4. Implementation for the Caspian Sea 

Since sustained steady winds are extremely rare for 

the Caspian Sea [36], the numerical modeling was 

carried out for real conditions of wind. So we used 

reanalyzed data of NOAA satellite. Model was 

initialized with a flat free surface and summer 

season averaged climatic temperature (27 
o
c) and 

salinity (13 psu) fields. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Wind drifts surface currents under southeastward 

wind with 10 m/s (MIKE 3). 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Wind drifts surface currents under southwestward 

wind with 10 m/s (POM). 
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Fig. 10. Wind drifts surface currents under southwestward 

wind with 10 m/s (MIKE 3). 

 

 

We used secondary boundary conditions because 

the Caspian Sea is an enclosed sea and there are not 

open boundary conditions in it. Wind stress is the 

most important parameter through the other 

parameters. In this investigation, wind data was 

used from re-analysis data NOAA site. Time step 

range is 12960 with time step interval 600 seconds 

during the 3 months from 1995/05/19 to 

1995/08/19. Since still water is consider at the start 

of the computations, there is a few days warm up 

period and then the results of the hydrodynamic 

model was evaluated [30]. Own to extent 

meridional of the Caspian Sea, we applied the 

Coriolis forcing to run the model. Mean runoff 

Volga, Ural, Terek and Kura rivers included as 

source terms and Kara-Bogaz-Gol was only sinking 

in it (350m
3
/s) (Table.1). The evaporation and 

precipitation rates included in the model as a 

constant value 6mm/day and 0mm/day, 

respectively. 

 
TABLE 1 

Mean runoff major rivers entering the Caspian Sea (m3/s) 

Volga Ural Terek Kura 

8000 343 375 562 

 

5. Conclusions 
Seasonally mean resulting of MIKE 3 HS model 

analyzed in four layers (respectively, 1
st
, 2

ed
, 5

th
 

and 8
th

) in 3 separate parts (respectively, North 

Caspian Basin, Middle Caspian Basin and South 

Caspian Basin) during 3 month.  

 

5.1. Resulting of model in Surface layer 

5.1.1. North Caspian basin 
Due to the north Caspian Sea is a shallow area 

(mean depth=5m), currents patterns are mostly 

effected by bottom topography (bottom stress) 

especially in eastern area.  This subject decreases 

the current velocity in this area. Mean currents 

patterns in eastern of north Caspian Sea 

representing a cyclonic ring. In the west basin of 

the north Caspian Sea, runoff Volga River 

intensively effect on currents patterns and increased 

of velocity flow. Direction of flow is from east 

north to west south (fig.11). 

5.1.2. Middle Caspian basin 
In the coastal areas of the middle Caspian Sea 

(depths less than 5m), mostly currents along with 

coasts and are from northward to southward.  In the 

west south of the middle Caspian Sea, there is a 

divergence currents area. There are an 

anticlockwise ring in the west north and a 

clockwise ring in the east north of the middle 

Caspian Sea. In the central part of this domain, 

mostly currents are from east to west. In south of 

this domain and near of Apsheron Peninsula, there 

is an intensive current from southward to 

northward (fig.11). 

5.1.3. South Caspian Sea 

In the coastal area of the south Caspian Sea (depths 

less than 35m), mostly currents are along with 

coasts and from northward to southward.  

Along to Iranian coasts, currents parallels with 

coastal area and from eastward to westward 

(fig.11). 

5.2. Resulting of model in 2
ed

 layer (25m to 50m) 
We select this layer, because of the termocline and 

mixed layers are compliance together. Since the 

NCB has maximum depth about 20 meters so in 

this layer the NCB was removed.  

5.2.1. Middle Caspian Sea 

Flow patterns in this layer represent, there is a 

common clockwise currents in MCB.  On the other 

hand, a clockwise ring in the northeast of this basin 

can be seen (fig.12). 

 

5.2.2. South Caspian Sea 
In the south Caspian Sea basin, generally, current 

patterns are clockwise (fig.12). 

5.3. Resulting of model in 5th layer (125m to 

150m) 
In the middle and south Caspian Sea, common 

current patterns are clockwise and water flow is 

from south basin to the middle basin (fig.13). 

 

5.4. Resulting of model in 8
th

 layer (200m to 

225m) 

In this layer, in both middle and south Caspian Sea, 

common current patterns are clockwise (fig.14). 
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Fig. 11. Presentation of flow patterns and velocity 

distribution in surface layer. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Presentation of flow patterns and velocity 

distribution in 2ed layer. 

 

 

6. Discussion 
The purpose of this study is using MIKE 3 software 

to evaluate wind-driven flow patterns for difference 

layers in the Caspian Sea. 

In order to verification, the results of this model 

compare to Princeton Ocean Model (POM) in a 

steady mode. Then MIKE 3 model verify in an 

unsteady mode.  

 
Fig. 13. Presentation of flow patterns and velocity 

distribution in 5th layer. 

 

Fig. 14. Presentation of flow patterns and velocity 

distribution in 8th layer. 

The average output data MIKE 3 model in duration 

3 month from 1995/05/19 to 1995/08/19 in the 

Caspian Sea indicated following results: 

1- Surface current patterns in the Caspian Sea and 

its coastal areas are form northward to southward. 

In the northern basin of the Caspian Sea, surface 

currents are affected by shallow water area and 

bottom topography, the prevailing winds and 

discharge of the Volga River. In the middle basin 
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of the Caspian Sea, there are an anticyclone ring in 

the northwest, a cyclone ring in the northeast and a 

divergence currents area in southwest. In central 

part of the middle Caspian Sea, mostly currents are 

from eastward to westward. In the south basin of 

the Caspian Sea currents are from eastward to 

westward.  

2- Common current structure in 2ed (25m to 50m) 

layer represents a clockwise flow in the middle and 

south Caspian Sea basin. 

3- Common current structure in 5
th

 (125m to 

150m) in both middle and south basin are 

clockwise. 

4- Common current structure in 8
th

 (200m to 

225m) in both middle and south basin are 

clockwise. 

 

NOTICE 
The data (map, part of the data) used in this article 

originate from the Caspian Environment 

Programme. 
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